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The Republic of Kazakhstan

The Republic of Kazakhstan is an independent state which is situated at the central part of Euroasia
and takes up the 9th place in the world by its territory.

The main part of its territory are deserts and steppes. The population of Kazakhstan is about 16
million people. The most of auto and rail way roads run at the outskirts of the country. There is a
small density of population and weak infrastructure in the central part of the state.

Since the beginning of the 50th years in Kazakhstan there existed a number of industries which
produced different radioactive wastes as a result of their operation. Also on the territory of
Kazakhstan a series of nuclear explosions were put out. The total number of nuclear explosions is
more then 400.

According the sources of origin all radioactive wastes in our country may be subdivided in five
types:
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Source of origin

Uranium extracting, processing
enterprises, and geological
exploration works.

Mining and processing enterprises
which mineral materials is
characterized by high content of
radioactive elements. •

Nuclear explosion

Nuclear sets:

Power 1

Research 4

Isotope production
(radioactive sources).

TOTAL:

Activity, Ci

250 000

519

11 600 - surface

12 870 000 -
underground
contamination

26562

50

25 000

«13 million curie
(Ci).

Quantity

219

million tone

1,57

million tone

12,3

million tone

9 0001

3 0001

100 000
pieces

«230

million tone

Notes

Middle activity

Low activity

10 000 pieces

is annually
buried.



The general object of activity in the scope of radioactive wastes management is a reliable and
economic effective securing of radiation safety of the present and future generation of people
against the radiation influence and environmental control against radioactive contamination both
under normal so under extreme extraordinary situations.

A number of enterprises are engaged in problem of radioactive wastes in our country.

The National Nuclear Center of the Republic of Kazakhstan is concerned with the development of
radioactive wastes recycling and utilization technology which were accumulated as a result of
nuclear weapon and nuclear explosions study. It is situated in the region of Semipalatinsk nuclear
polygon. On its territory there is a long time storage for radioactive wastes which takes for storage
wastes originated as a result of research reactors operation and also spent isotope sources from
enterprises of the Kazakhstan Republic.

The development of utilization technology of radioactive wastes which were accumulated in the
process of uranium extraction by mining and recycling plants is being study by several enterprises
which are memberships of National Company "KAZATOMPROM".

In connection With decommission of the fast breeder reactor BN-350 in Aktau city,
Mangystauskaya region and also exploration of oil deposits in the West of Kazakhstan a
considerable growth of radioactive wastes is expected in this territory.

The decision concerning the building of radioactive wastes regional storage on the territory of
Aktau city , Mangystauskaya region is adopted . This storage will be situated not far from the
reactor BN-350. The general contractor for design and constructing of this storage is Open Joint
Stock Company "KATEP".

Open Joint Stock Company "KATEP" is also a general contractor for decommission of reactor
BN-350.

At present time JSC "KATEP" is conducting the activities on choosing the site for storage
construction and is working out the project of reactor BN-350 decommission.


